RESOLUTION #18

TITLE: Zero waste at the 10th World Wilderness Congress

WHERE AS:

Conservationists committed to building a sustainable world must strive as individuals and as a group to reduce consumption and waste;

The World Wilderness Congress is the longest running environmental forum in the world and thus serves as a high profile platform for showcasing progressive conservation policies;

The Congress as currently operated employs certain unsustainable environmental practices, such as the means in which food, drink and informational materials are provided.

RESOLVED:

The 10th World Wilderness Congress should set the precedent for environmental meetings across the globe by adopting a zero waste ethos of operation. To the extent possible given the location of the Congress, this should include: paperless programs; locally sourced food and drink served with re-useable utensils; a recycling system for waste generated; and other measures as deemed appropriate.

PROPOSER:

Andrew Reuter
WILD9 Young Professional Program, graduate student, NPS
Biological Technician
andrew.reuter@gmail.com

Kate Harris
WILD9 Young Professional, biologist and geoscientist, TBPA conservationist
kate@kateharris.ca

Emily Sloane
WILD9 Young Professional Program, youth conservation corps specialist, international environmental policy
eslonimsky@yahoo.com

SECONDER:

Steve Carver, Director, Wildland Research Institute, University of Leeds, WILD9 Delegate

Kevin Hood, Concerned Human Being and WILD9 Delegate, Juneau, Alaska, United States.